INCREASE YIELD
AND REDUCE MELT
AN EXECUTIVE BRIEF ON
USING IP TARGETING AND
RETARGETING ADVERTISING
TO REACH GOALS

enrollmentFUEL.com

Imagine you
are traveling
down a road . . .

When you started your trip,
you had several possible
destinations in mind.
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One destination was Rightsville.
As you drive, billboards for Rightsville
begin to appear. While they are not
the only billboards on the road, you
notice them because they are directly
associated with a choice you are
currently making.

Each time you pass a billboard, it prompts
you to think about Rightsville and what
you like about that town. The people are
friendly, there is a lot to do there, and it
strikes you as a place where you will be
happy and comfortable.

It’s

At the beginning of your trip,
you were considering alternative places to visit,
but you don’t see any billboards for these other
destinations as you travel. The lack of advertising
for alternatives has an effect. You think more
about Rightsville and less about other
options, causing the alternatives to
lose importance and recede
in your mind.
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You spot a new sign
on the highway.
It informs you the
next exit takes you
to Rightsville. You
smile, feeling happy
anticipation, flip on
your turn signal,
and take that exit.

Why Digital
Advertising
Impacts Choices
Billboards, IP targeting ads, and retargeting ads have a lot in common.
All three pop up in front of their audience, building brand awareness.
All work best when messaging and images are bold and simple.

Along with activating your
brand, digital advertising primes your
audience for other communications. By serving as
digital billboards, IP targeting and retargeting ads build synaptic
connections in the brain. Priming wires the audience’s brain to
be psychologically receptive to cues, like a school logo, in future
communications. The result is increased effectiveness for email
and direct mail communications.
Online ads also work in concert with two human biases: familiarity bias
and recall bias. People are naturally biased in favor of choosing familiar
options. Repeated exposure through digital advertising increases familiarity,
which can influence preferences. Recall bias says that we are biased toward
considering information that is easy to recall when we make decisions.

Your brand
stays front
and center

For all these reasons – priming,
familiarity bias, and recall bias
– IP targeting and retargeting
advertising are useful tactics
to increase yield and
reduce melt.

Within a school’s inquiry pool, a
percentage of students will see digital ads
and be motivated to take action. While few
enrollment leaders argue with this assumption,
schools vary greatly in their willingness to
add digital advertising to their Student Search
campaigns. The majority of schools are saying, “We’re
not ready,” but in every market you find competitors
who decide to move ahead.

Move-ahead schools recognize they must lead, not lag, to keep
pace with how students and their parents make decisions. They
see digital advertising as part of their overall recruiting strategy,
and they are acting now to increase yield and reduce melt.

Are you ready to discover
how IP targeting and retargeting
can help you increase yield and
reduce melt?
Contact Mike Wesner
Chief Imagination Officer
enrollmentFUEL
mike.wesner@enrollmentfuel.com
(919) 228-8122

enrollmentFUEL.com

See the potential effect of
a digital advertising campaign.
Check out the ROI calculator at
enrollmentfuel.com/digital-ads

About enrollmentFUEL
Reach your enrollment
goals with enrollmentFUEL.
We’re on a mission to create
a better way—one that is
more efficient and more
effective. Using tools and
creative thinking, we provide
results and actionable
insight to the people who
recruit people.

enrollmentFUEL has
extensive expertise in
geodemographic research,
predictive modeling, CRM
functionality (including
Slate), and web analytics.
We combine these
techniques with creative
design and messaging
to tell your story to your
target audience.

Our approach amplifies
your targeted message
through intelligent
integration of all
communication channels,
including email, direct
mail, online advertising,
IP targeting, retargeting
ads, geo-targeting, and
social media advertising.
If you’re looking for
innovative thinking
and new options
to achieve success,
enrollmentFUEL
can help.

306 West Franklin Street, Suite F
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

